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Question: 73
When volumes are set to be thin-provisioned, what must be monitored for space usage?
A . Snapshot reserve
B . aggregate
C . volume clone space
D . LUN

Answer: B

Question: 74
You are creating a SnapVault relationship and have concerns about the available capacity on the destination.
In this scenario, which three factors must you consider when you size the destination volume? (Choose three.)
A . the autogrow settings on the source volume
B . the size of the source volume
C . the number of Snapshot copies to retain on the destination
D . the rate of data increase on the source
E . the number of Snapshot copies to retain on the source

Answer: A,C,E

Question: 75
Which two NetApp technologies allow for synchronous replication of data between two remote sites? (Choose two.)
A . SyncMirror
B . SnapVault
C . Metro Cluster
D . SnapMirror

Answer: B,D

Question: 76
You have recently installed and set up a new NetApp HCI deployment in your data center that consists of four
compute nodes and four storage nodes. Inside this HCI deployment, you are using ONTAP Select for file services.
You must protect the data inside the ONTAP Select VM in case of a rack failure.

Which two methods would accomplish this task? (Choose two.)
A . Replicate the volumes using SnapMirror from inside the ONTAP Select VM to an existing ONTAP cluster.
B . Enable FabricPools in the ONTAP Select instance.
C . Replicate the SVMs from inside the ONTAP Select VM to an existing ONTAP cluster using SVM D
E . Using SolidFire real-time remote replication, replicate the hosting volumes to an ONTAP cluster.

Answer: C,D

Question: 77
You want to set up protection relationships at the time of provisioning one or more primary volumes in the source
cluster in ONTAP.
Which NetApp management tool enables you to accomplish this task?
A . ONTAPCLI
B . SnapCenter
C . OnCommand System Manager
D . OnCommand Unified Manager

Answer: C

Question: 78
Click the Exhibit button.

Your customer wants to protect a volume and replicate it to a secondary volume. The customer has tried to configure

this relationship using OnCommand System Manager. Upon reviewing this newly configured relationship, you
discover that the configuration does not satisfy the customer’s stated requirements.
Referring to the exhibit, what should you do to ensure that the volume is protected?
A . Delete the relationship and recreate it.
B . Resynchronize the relationship.
C . Initialize the relationship.
D . Change the schedule to hourly.

Answer: A

Question: 79
A customer is using SnapMirror to replicate their data to a remote site. They notice that storage efficiency is nor
preserved, and the amount of data at the destination is higher than expected.
In this scenario, which configuration in the destination volume would cause this issue?
A . Post process deduplication is enabled on the destination.
B . The volumes are not thin-provisioned on the destination.
C . Post process compression is enabled on the destination.
D . There is an existing FlexClone volume on the destination.

Answer: D

Question: 80
A customer has developed a new application that uses Oracle with an AFF system to help track all of their shipping
trucks around the world. The customer wants to ensure that application-consistent backups are offloaded to the cloud.
In this scenario, which two solutions enable the customer to satisfy these requirements? (Choose two.)
A . FabricPool
B . Flash Pool
C . SnapCenter
D . FlexClone

Answer: A,C

Question: 81
A customer’s infrastructure consists of multiple ONTAP clusters, both physical and virtual. The clusters replicate some
data with each other. You want to generate a comprehensive report of all the replication that is present on the
infrastructure.
In this scenario, which tool accomplishes this task?
A . OnCommand System Manager
B . Storage Replication Adapter
C . OnCommand Unified Manager
D . OnCommand Workflow Automation

Answer: A

Question: 82
Click the Exhibit button.

Referring to the exhibit, what two Search Criteria check boxes need to be used to provide a supported solution for
protecting Windows Server 2019 DCE 64-bit, x64 host using local NetApp LUNs with SnapCenter Server 4.1.1?
(Choose two.)
A . SnapCenter Application Plugin
B . SnapCenter Host Plugin
C . Browser
D . Host OS (OS)

Answer: B,D

Question: 83
A customer has ONTAP 9.5 clusters running at two nearby locations. The customer wants a zero RPO for one missioncritical volume.
In this scenario, which two NetApp solutions satisfy this requirement while using the existing ONTAP clusters?
(Choose two.)
A . SnapMirror Synchronous in StrictSync mode
B . FabricPool
C . SnapMirror Synchronous in Sync mode
D . SyncMirror

Answer: A,C

Question: 84
A customer wants to enforce prompt tiering when the cooling threshold has been reached.
They want to do this even though the data may have been deleted or the data continues to exist in the primary file
system.
In this scenario, which tiering policy should be used?
A . Auto
B . Snapshot-only
C . Backup
D . None

Answer: A
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